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Abstract-- Normal zone propagation (NZP) within 

jointed YBCO coated conductors (CC) was analyzed 

experimentally. The joint between CC tapes were conducted 

by lap joint method and the characteristics of the jointed CC 

tapes measured from V-I curve. NZP was induced by thermal 

heaters attached to two points of the jointed CC tapes; the 

voltages across the jointed CC tapes were measured and 

recorded. NZP induced by each heater point is compared in 

point of protection of CC tapes and magnet. This study about 

NZP of the jointed tapes may be useful to make a magnet 

system with several coils using YBCO CC. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High-temperature superconductor (HTS) is one of 

reasonable choices for use in low-temperature high field 

superconducting magnets particularly at fields above the 

maximum critical field for the conventional low temperature 

superconductor (LTS) because HTS has high upper critical 

fields at low temperature (4.2 K). Among HTS wires, 

YBCO coated conductor (CC) has higher upper critical 

current density at extremely high field and can be a primary 

choice for high field superconducting magnets. It has been 

verified recently by measurements and simulation study that 

HTS magnets are unlikely to be self protecting and need to 

be protected by some other innovative techniques [1]. 

Whatever protection methods might be applied, the first 

step is to detect the existence of a normal zone, quench. 

Therefore it is desirable that the superconducting wire or 

tape exhibits a sufficiently large normal zone propagation 

(NZP) velocity, because a fast normal zone development 

creates a large area where stored energy of a magnet is 

dissipated and it makes to detect the existence of a normal 

zone easier [2]. The minimum quench energy (MQE) and 

normal zone transition of CC tapes varies with the thickness 

of the stabilizer of CC tapes [3]; MQE equation of the short 

superconductor is given by: 
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A refers to a cross-section of superconductor;  density; C  
 

heat capacity; λ a ratio of a cross section of superconductor 

layer to total cross section of superconductor; k coefficient 

of heat transfer. High field superconducting magnet is 

nested with several coils by jointing the superconducting 

wires. In case of a nested magnet system using CC tapes, the 

thickness of the stabilizer is twice in the joint between the 

coils as the other parts and MQE of the joint part also 

increases twice as the single part. Therefore, the NZP can be 

hardly developed over the coils because of the joint between 

the coils. 

In this paper, NZP of those CC tapes and the jointed CC 

tapes were studied. The NZP velocities of a single CC tapes 

and the jointed CC tapes were measured and compared.  
 

2. EXPERIMENT  

2.1. Sample Preparation 

The conductor used in the experiment was YBCO CC 

tape manufactured by American Superconductor
®
 (AMSC). 

Table 1 shows the specification of the conductor. The 

critical current of the conductor is 90 to 95 A at 77 K in self 

field. The stabilizer of the conductor is stainless steel 316L, 

50 μm thick on each side.  

The joint was processed by lap joint method for this 

research. The length of the joint part was 5 cm and the total 

length of the jointed sample was 20 cm. The soldering 

temperature was 200 °C and the solder used in the joint 

process was Pb/Sn solder paste. Table 2 shows the joint 

characteristics of the jointed samples. The joint 

characteristics of the jointed samples measured from V-I 

curve. The average critical current of the jointed samples 

measured with four-probe method and 1 μV/cm criterion 

was 82.25 A and the average resistance of the jointed 

samples was 180.5 nΩ. The joint resistances of the jointed 

sample were mainly caused by the stainless stabilizer which 

resistivity at 77 K is 585 nΩm and the contact resistance 

between the tapes and solder. 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a specimen for the 

measurement of NZP. For verifying the effect of the 

thickness of the stabilizer on NZP, Ni-Cr heater with 35 

Ω/m was settled on two distinctive parts: 1) on the joint part 

of the jointed sample; 2) beside the joint part, single tape 

part. Before the heater was wound, the jointed sample was   

insulated by polyimide tape. Each end of the sample was 
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TABLE I 

SPECIFICATIONS OF YBCO CC TAPE. 

 Material Thickness 

[μm] 

Width 

[mm] 

Resistivity 

[nΩm] 

HTS YBCO 1  4  0  

Substrate Ni-5%W 75  4  268 

Stabilizer Sus316L 100  4.35  585  

 

TABLE II 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOINTED SAMPLES. 

 Resistance [nΩ] IC [A] 

Sample 1 193 92 

Sample 2 149 66 

Sample 3 189 78 

Sample 4 191 90 

 

 
(a) 
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Fig. 1. Jointed YBCO CC tapes and the heater for 

disturbance for measuring MQE and NZP. 
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Fig.  2.  Schematic of experimental setup. 

 

soldered on  copper leads for transporting operating current. 

5 voltage taps of 1 cm for the single tape part and 1 voltage 

tap of 5 cm for the joint part were mounted on the jointed 

samples. In high field, superconducting magnets may be 

impregnated with epoxy for holding the large stress and 

generating higher NZP. Therefore the jointed samples in 

the experiment were then impregnated with 

Stycast-2850FT and this impregnation also makes it 

quasi-adiabatic. 

 

2.2. Experimental Setup  

NZP velocity measurements were conducted in bath of 

saturated liquid nitrogen at 77 K. Transport current flowing  
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Fig. 3. Observed voltage traces of sample 1, transport 

current of 47 A (50% of critical current). 
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Fig. 4. Observed voltage traces of sample 1, transport 

current of 57 A (60% of critical current). 

 

in the jointed sample was applied with universal power 

supply and the power of the heater was applied with DC 

magnet power supply of HP. NZP velocity of each samples 

was measured and calculated at the certain transport current 

and the heater input of MQE. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of 

the experiments. All devices and data were controlled with 

LabVIEW
®
. 

   For NZP experiment, MQE was measured at the certain 

transport current, 50 - 60% of the critical current of the 

jointed sample. We set the transport current 50 - 60 % of 

the critical current of the sample and increasing the heater 

input. When normal zone was generated, MQE could be 

calculated and applied to the NZP experiment.  
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1. NZP measurement 

The NZP of the jointed samples were measured by 

following procedure: 1) Transport current (50~60% of the 

critical current of the sample) was applied, 2) the heater 

input which produced the MQE was supplied while NZP 

was developed in the entire sample, 3) the NZP was 

determined by measuring voltages of each voltage taps of 

each zone. Fig. 3 shows observed voltage traces of the 

jointed sample 1. Bold symbol refers to heater voltage and 
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Fig. 5. Observed voltage traces of sample 2, transport 

current of 36 A (55% of critical current). 
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Fig.  6. Observed voltage traces of sample 2, transport 

current of 43 A (65% of critical current). 
 

open symbols refer to voltage of voltage taps. The voltage 

numbers of Fig. 3 – 6 refer to the voltage number of the Fig. 

1 (b). Transport current was 46 A (50% of critical current) 

and heat input was 0.891 W. When applying a thermal 

disturbance by the heater, the voltage rises linearly 

according to the resistivity of the sample. The average NZP 

velocity of the single tape parts (voltage 1, 2, 3) is 7.27 

mm/s. However the NZP velocity of the joint part (voltage 

4) is 3.56 mm/s which is slightly slower than the half of the 

NZP of single tape part. This difference between the NZP 

velocities is caused by the thickness of the stabilizer. 

Because the stabilizer thickness of the joint part is twice as 

one of the single tape part, the NZP velocity of the joint part 

is almost twice as one of the single tape part. As the cooling 

effect is observed at near 40 second in Fig. 3, the joule 

heating due to the transport current and the heater in the 

joint part is not enough so that NZP in the jointed sample 1 

is not developed entirely (voltage 5, 6). Therefore the 

transport current was increased to 57 A (60% of the critical 

current). However, as observed in Fig. 4, the sample 1 

burned out before the NZP was developed entirely. 

The thermal disturbance by the heater and the joule 

heating by the transport current were accumulated and the 

heater part of the jointed sample burned. This accident 

shows that it is difficult to make a nested superconducting 

magnet using CC tape self-protecting because of poor NZP 

characteristics of the joint parts.  

The jointed sample 2 was used for verifying the transport 

current which is enough to develop NZP entirely while the 

heater applied the same MQE of the jointed sample 2. Fig. 

5 shows observed voltage traces of the jointed sample 2. 

The transport current was 36 A (55% of the critical current 

of the jointed sample 2) and Heat input was 0.785 W. The 

voltages rise only beside the heater (voltage 1, 2) and no 

further NZP was developed over the joint part (voltage 3, 4, 

5, 6). Therefore we increased the transport current until 

NZP was developed entirely. Fig. 6 shows observed 

voltage traces of the jointed sample 2 in which NZP was 

developed entirely when Heater input was same as 0.785 W, 

however, the transport current was 43 A (65% of the 

critical current of the jointed sample 2). The NZP velocity 

of the joint part is 3.45 mm/s and the average NZP velocity 

of the single tape parts is 5.2 mm/s. When applying the 

transport current close to critical current, it is considered 

that the heat capacity and the cross section of the YBCO 

tape is dominant with the occurrence of the NZP and this 

explains why the NZP occurred in the entire sample 2 at the 

certain transport current (65% of the critical current) while 

the heat input was same as before [3]. However, the 

resistivity of the stabilizer is so higher than one of the 

substrate that the trend of NZP development is different 

from one in [3]. More research on this trend of NZP 

development should be conducted by varying some factors 

such as the thickness of the stabilizer or the kinds of the CC 

tapes like Stabilizer Free tape of SuperPower
®
. 

 

3.2. Discussion  

In both cases, MQE of the joint part is bigger than one of 

the single part; voltage due to normal zone rose in the single 

part but did not in the joint part at the same transport 

current. Furthermore, the NZP velocity of the single part 

across the joint part is slower than one of the single part 

beside the heater as it is observed by comparing the average 

NZP velocity of the single part in sample 1 and 2.  

These results can be explained by (1), especially due to 

the increase in the cross-section of the jointed samples. 

After joint procedure, all the factors do not change except 

for the cross-section. Besides, the thickness of the solder 

for joint is added to the cross-section in poor jointed 

samples. Therefore, the NZP velocity of the jointed sample 

2 is slower than one of the jointed sample 1. As a result, 

more researches on increasing the NZP velocity of the 

jointed CC tapes are needed for applying to a nested 

superconducting magnet. For example, reducing the 

thickness of the stabilizer of the CC tape by etching the 

stabilizer layer before the joint process can increase the 

NZP velocity. In a point of protection, activating heater 

method which develops a normal zone in an entire magnet 

system without the NZP over the joint parts can be an 

answer for the NZP problem. 
 

4. SUMMARY 

Joint between the CC tapes definitely has an effect on the 
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NZP velocity and MQE of the CC samples. From a point of 

protection of superconducting magnet or stacked 

superconducting tapes in HTS current lead, it is clear that 

joint between CC tapes is not advantageous because NZP 

velocity of the joint part is slower and MQE of the joint part 

is higher than those of the single CC tape. However, if the 

thickness of the stabilizer was reduced by some methods 

like etching, NZP velocity and MQE of the joint part could 

be improved. Therefore, more research on NZP velocity 

and MQE of the joint CC tapes should be conducted by 

varying factors like the thickness of the stabilizer, the kind 

of the CC tape and the transport current.  
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